$\wp$-adic continuous families of Drinfeld eigenforms of finite slope by Hattori, Shin
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℘-ADIC CONTINUOUS FAMILIES OF DRINFELD
EIGENFORMS OF FINITE SLOPE
SHIN HATTORI
Abstract. Let p be a rational prime, vp the normalized p-adic
valuation on Z, q ą 1 a p-power and A “ Fqrts. Let ℘ P A be an ir-
reducible polynomial and n P A a non-zero element which is prime
to ℘. Let k ě 2 and r ě 1 be integers. We denote by SkpΓ1pn℘
rqq
the space of Drinfeld cuspforms of level Γ1pn℘
rq and weight k for
Fqptq. Let n ě 1 be an integer and a ě 0 a rational number.
Suppose that n℘ has a prime factor of degree one and the gener-
alized eigenspace in SkpΓ1pn℘
rqq of slope a is one-dimensional. In
this paper, under an assumption that a is sufficiently small, we
construct a family tFk1 | vppk
1´ kq ě logppp
n` aqu of Hecke eigen-
forms Fk1 P Sk1pΓ1pn℘
rqq of slope a such that, for any Q P A, the
Hecke eigenvalues of Fk and Fk1 at Q are congruent modulo ℘
κ
with some κ ą pvppk
1´kq ´ pn ´ a.
1. Introduction
Let p be a rational prime, q ą 1 a p-power and Fq the field of q
elements. Put A “ Fqrts and K “ Fqptq. Let ℘ P A be an irreducible
polynomial of positive degree, n a non-zero element of A which is prime
to ℘ and r ě 1 an integer. Put Ar “ A{p℘rq and κp℘q “ A{p℘q. We
denote by K℘ the ℘-adic completion of K, by C℘ the ℘-adic completion
of an algebraic closure of K℘ and by v℘ : C℘ Ñ Q Y t`8u the ℘-
adic additive valuation on C℘ normalized as v℘p℘q “ 1. Similarly, we
denote by K8 the p1{tq-adic completion of K and by C8 the p1{tq-
adic completion of an algebraic closure of K8. Let K¯ be the algebraic
closure of K inside C8 and we fix an embedding of K-algebras ι℘ :
K¯ Ñ C℘. For any x P K¯, we define its normalized ℘-adic valuation by
v℘pι℘pxqq. Let Ω “ P1pC8qzP1pK8q be the Drinfeld upper half plane,
which has a natural structure of a rigid analytic variety over K8.
Let Γ be a subgroup of SL2pAq and k an integer. A Drinfeld modular
form of level Γ and weight k is a rigid analytic function on Ω satisfying
f
ˆ
az ` b
cz ` d
˙
“ pcz ` dqkfpzq for any γ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P Γ, z P Ω
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and a holomorphy condition at cusps. It is considered as a function
field analogue of the notion of elliptic modular form.
Recently, ℘-adic properties of Drinfeld modular forms have attracted
attention and have been studied actively (for example, [BV1, BV2,
BV3, Gos, Hat1, Hat2, PZ, Vin]). However, though we have a highly
developed theory of p-adic analytic families of elliptic eigenforms of
finite slope, ℘-adic properties of Drinfeld modular forms are much less
well-understood compared to the elliptic case. One of the difficulties
in the Drinfeld case is that, since the group OˆK℘ is topologically of
infinitely generated, analogues of the completed group ring ZprrZˆp ss
are not Noetherian, and it seems that we have no good definition of
characteristic power series applicable to non-Noetherian base rings, as
mentioned in [Buz2, paragraph before Lemma 2.3].
In this paper, we will construct families of Drinfeld eigenforms in
which Hecke eigenvalues vary in a ℘-adically continuous way. For the
precise statement, we fix some notation. For any m P A, we put
Γ1pmq “
"
γ P SL2pAq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ γ ”
ˆ
1 ˚
0 1
˙
mod m
*
.
Let Θ be any subgroup of 1` ℘Ar Ď Aˆr . We define
ΓΘ0 p℘rq “
"
γ P SL2pAq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ γ mod ℘r P
ˆ
Θ ˚
0 Θ
˙*
Ď Γ1p℘q
and ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq “ Γ1pnq X ΓΘ0 p℘rq, which satisfies Γt1u1 pn, ℘rq “ Γ1pn℘rq.
Let k ě 2 be an integer. For any non-zero element Q P A, the Hecke
operator TQ acts on the C8-vector space SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq of Drinfeld cusp-
forms of level ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq and weight k. The operator T℘ is also denoted
by U . Since they stabilize an A-lattice VkpAq (Proposition 2.2), every
eigenvalue of TQ is integral over A. The normalized ℘-adic valuation of
an eigenvalue of U is called slope, and we denote by dpk, aq the dimen-
sion of the generalized U -eigenspace for the eigenvalues of slope a. For
any Hecke eigenform F , its TQ-eigenvalue is denoted by λQpF q. We
denote by vp the p-adic valuation on Z satisfying vpppq “ 1. Then the
main theorem of this paper (Theorem 4.1) gives the following, which
we will prove in §4.1.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that n℘ has a prime factor pi of degree one. Let
n ě 1 and k ě 2 be integers. Put d “ rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs, ε “ dpk, 0q
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and
D2pn, d, εq “ 1
d
"a
2dpn ` pd´ ε` 1qp2d´ ε´ 1q ´ 3
2
d` ε
*
,
Dpn, d, εq “ min
"
pn
ˆ
4` dpn ´ d
4` 2dpn ´ 2ε
˙
, D2pn, d, εq
*
.
Let a be any non-negative rational number satisfying
a ă mintDpn, d, εq, k ´ 1u.
Suppose dpk, aq “ 1. Then, for any integer k1 ě k satisfying
vppk1 ´ kq ě logpppn ` aq,
there exists a Hecke eigenform Fk1 P Sk1pΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq of slope a such that
for any Q we have
v℘pι℘pλQpFk1q ´ λQpFkqqq ą pvppk1´kq ´ pn ´ a.
In fact, what we will prove allow nebentypus characters at ℘ (Remark
4.2).
For example, in the case of n “ 1, ℘ “ t and r “ 1, we have
ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq “ Γ1ptq, d “ ε “ 1 and Dpn, 1, 1q “
?
2pn ´ 1
2
. In this case,
Theorem 1.1 implies that, for any Hecke eigenform Fk of slope zero
in SkpΓ1ptqq, the TQ-eigenvalue λQpFkq is t-adically arbitrarily close to
those coming from Hecke eigenforms with A-expansion [Pet], which
shows λQpFkq “ 1 for any Q (Proposition 4.3). This suggests that,
though we will prove constancy results of the dimension of slope zero
cuspforms with respect to k and r (Proposition 3.4 and Proposition
3.5), Hida theory for the level Γ0ptrq should be trivial (Remark 4.5).
We also note that families constructed in Theorem 1.1 contain Hecke
eigenforms whose Hecke eigenvalue at Q is not a power of Q (§4.2), and
thus they capture a more subtle ℘-adic structure of Hecke eigenvalues
than the theory of A-expansions.
Let us explain the idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Note that a usual
method to construct p-adic families of eigenforms of finite slope in the
number field case is the use of the Riesz theory [Col, Buz2], which
is not available for our case at present, due to the lack of a notion
of characteristic power series over non-Noetherian Banach algebras.
Instead, we follow an idea of Buzzard [Buz1] by which he constructed
p-adically continuous families of quaternionic eigenforms over Q.
First we will prove a variant of the Gouveˆa-Mazur conjecture (Propo-
sition 3.11), which implies dpk, aq “ dpk1, aq if k and k1 are highly
congruent p-adically and a is sufficiently small. With the assumption
dpk, aq “ 1, it produces Hecke eigenforms Fk and Fk1 of slope a in
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weights k and k1, respectively. For this part, we employ the same idea
as in [Hat2]: a lower bound of elementary divisors of the representing
matrix of U with some basis and a perturbation lemma [Ked, Theorem
4.4.2] yield the equality. To obtain such a bound (Corollary 3.8), we
need to define Hecke operators acting on the Steinberg complex (2.2)
with respect to ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq, which is done in §2.3. Note that similar
Hecke operators on a Steinberg complex in an adelic setting are given
in [Bo¨c, §6.4].
Then, a weight reduction map (§3.2) yields a Drinfeld cuspform G
of weight k such that, for m “ vppk1 ´ kq, the element G mod ℘pm is
a Hecke eigenform with the same eigenvalues as those of Fk1 mod ℘
pm.
Now the point is that, if two lines generated by Fk and G are highly
congruent in some sense, then we can show that the eigenvalues of Fk
and G mod ℘p
m
are also highly congruent, which gives Theorem 1.1;
otherwise the two lines are so far apart that, again by the Gouveˆa-
Mazur variant mentioned above, they produce U -eigenvalues of slope
a with multiplicity more than one, which contradicts dpk, aq “ 1 (The-
orem 4.1).
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Gebhard Bo¨ckle
for suggesting him to look for ℘-adically continuous families of Drin-
feld eigenforms instead of ℘-adically analytic ones, and David Goss for
a helpful discussion. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI
Grant Number JP17K05177.
2. Drinfeld cuspforms via the Steinberg module
For any arithmetic subgroup Γ of SL2pAq and any integer k ě 2,
we denote by SkpΓq the space of Drinfeld cuspforms of level Γ and
weight k. In this section, we first recall an interpretation of SkpΓq
using the Steinberg module due to Teitelbaum [Tei, p. 506], following
the normalization of [Bo¨c, §5]. We also introduce Hecke operators
acting on the Steinberg complex. Using them, we define an A-lattice of
the space of Drinfeld cuspforms which is stable under the Hecke action.
2.1. Steinberg module. For any A-algebra B, we consider B2 as the
set of row vectors, and define a left action ˝ of GL2pBq on it by γ ˝x “
xγ´1. Let T be the Bruhat-Tits tree for SL2pK8q. We denote by T0
the set of vertices of T , which is the set of Kˆ8-equivalence classes of
OK8-lattices in K
2
8, and by T1 the set of its edges. The oriented graph
associated with T and the set of oriented edges are denoted by T o and
T o1 , respectively. For any oriented edge e, we denote its origin by opeq,
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its terminus by tpeq and the opposite edge by ´e. The group t˘1u acts
on T o
1
by p´1qe “ ´e.
Let Γ be an arithmetic subgroup of SL2pAq [Bo¨c, §3.4], and we as-
sume Γ to be p1-torsion free (namely, every element of Γ of finite order
has p-power order). The group Γ acts on T and T o via the natural
inclusion Γ Ñ GL2pK8q. We say a vertex or an oriented edge of T is
Γ-stable if its stabilizer subgroup in Γ is trivial, and Γ-unstable other-
wise. We denote by T st0 and T
o,st
1 the subsets of Γ-stable elements. For
any Γ-unstable vertex v, its stabilizer subgroup in Γ is a non-trivial
finite p-group and thus fixes a unique rational end which we denote by
bpvq [Ser, Ch. II, §2.9].
For any ring R and any set S, we write RrSs for the free R-module
with basis trss | s P Su. When S admits a left action of Γ, the R-
module RrSs also admits a natural left action of the group ring RrΓs
which we denote by ˝. In this case, we also define a right action of Γ
on RrSs by rss|γ “ γ´1 ˝ rss, which makes it a right RrΓs-module.
Put
ZrT¯ o,st1 s “ ZrT o,st1 s{xres ` r´es | e P T o,st1 y.
We define a surjection of ZrΓs-modules BΓ : ZrT o,st1 s Ñ ZrT st0 s by
BΓpeq “ rtpeqs ´ ropeqs, where we put rvs “ 0 in ZrT st0 s for any Γ-
unstable vertex v. It factors as BΓ : ZrT¯ o,st1 s Ñ ZrT st0 s. Note that the
both sides of this map are free left ZrΓs-modules of finite rank.
We define the Steinberg module St as the kernel of the natural aug-
mentation map
ZrP1pKqs Ñ Z,
on which the group GL2pKq acts via
γ ˝ px : yq “ px : yqγ´1, px : yq P P1pKq.
We consider it as a left ZrΓs-module via the natural inclusion Γ Ñ
GL2pKq. Then the Steinberg module St is a finitely generated projec-
tive ZrΓs-module which sits in the split exact sequence
(2.1) 0 // St // ZrT¯ o,st1 s
BΓ
// ZrT st
0
s // 0.
We consider these three left ZrΓs-modules as right ZrΓs-modules via
the action rss ÞÑ rss|γ.
2.2. Drinfeld cuspforms and harmonic cocycles. For any integer
k ě 2 and any A-algebra B, we denote by Hk´2pBq the B-submodule
of the polynomial ring BrX, Y s consisting of homogeneous polynomials
of degree k´2. We consider the left action of the multiplicative monoid
M2pBq on Hk´2pBq defined by pγ ˝X, γ ˝ Y q “ pX, Y qγ. On GL2pBq,
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it agrees with the natural left action on SymkpHomBpB2, Bqq induced
by the action ˝ on B2 after identifying pX, Y q with the dual basis for
the basis pp1, 0q, p0, 1qq of B2. Put
VkpBq “ HomBpHk´2pBq, Bq.
We denote the dual basis of the free B-module VkpBq with respect to
the basis tX iY k´2´i | 0 ď i ď k ´ 2u of Hk´2pBq by
tpX iY k´2´iq_ | 0 ď i ď k ´ 2u.
We also denote by ˝ the natural left action of GL2pBq on VkpBq induced
by that on Hk´2pBq. For γ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pBq, P pX, Y q P Hk´2pBq
and ω P VkpBq, this action is given by
pγ ˝ ωqpP pX, Y qq “ ωpγ´1 ˝ P pX, Y qq
“ detpγq2´kωpP pdX ´ cY,´bX ` aY qq
as in [Bo¨c, p. 51]. The group Γ acts on Hk´2pBq and VkpBq via the
natural map ΓÑ GL2pBq. Moreover, the monoid
M´1 “ tξ P GL2pKq | ξ´1 PM2pAqu
acts on VkpBq by
pξ ˝ ωqpP pX, Y qq “ ωpξ´1 ˝ P pX, Y qq.
Put VkpBq “ StbZrΓs VkpBq and
L1,kpBq “ ZrT¯ o,st1 s bZrΓs VkpBq, L0,kpBq “ ZrT st0 s bZrΓs VkpBq.
We have the split exact sequence
(2.2) 0 // VkpBq // L1,kpBq BΓb1 // L0,kpBq // 0
which is functorial on B and compatible with any base change of B. Let
B1 be any A-subalgebra of B. Since the ZrΓs-module St is projective,
the natural maps VkpB1q Ñ VkpBq, L1,kpB1q Ñ L1,kpBq and L0,kpB1q Ñ
L0,kpBq are injective.
Let Λ1 Ď T o,st1 be a complete set of representatives of ΓzT o,st1 {t˘1u.
By [Ser, Ch. II, §1.2, Corollary], for any element e P T o,st1 we can write
uniquely
(2.3) rpeq “ εeγee pεe P t˘1u, γe P Γ, rpeq P Λ1q.
Note that rpeq, εe and γe depend on the choice of Λ1. The right ZrΓs-
module ZrT¯ o,st1 s is free with basis tres | e P Λ1u and thus, for any
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A-algebra B, any element x of L1,kpBq can be written uniquely as
x “
ÿ
ePΛ1
res b ωe, ωe P VkpBq.
Definition 2.1. Let M be a module. A map c : T o
1
ÑM is said to be
a harmonic cocycle if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) For any v P T0, we haveÿ
ePT o
1
, tpeq“v
cpeq “ 0.
(2) For any e P T o
1
, we have cp´eq “ ´cpeq.
Any harmonic cocycle c is determined by its values at Γ-stable edges,
as follows. For any e P T o1 , an edge e1 P T o,st1 is said to be a source of e
if the following conditions hold:
‚ When e is Γ-stable, we require e1 “ e.
‚ When e is Γ-unstable, we require that a vertex v of e1 is Γ-
unstable, e lies on the unique half line from v to bpvq and e has
the same orientation as e1 with respect to this half line.
We denote by srcpeq the set of sources of e. Then Definition 2.1 (1)
gives
(2.4) cpeq “
ÿ
e1Psrcpeq
cpe1q.
Moreover, for any γ P Γ, we have
(2.5) srcpγpeqq “ γpsrcpeqq, srcp´eq “ ´srcpeq.
For any A-algebra B, we denote by Chark pΓ, Bq the set of harmonic
cocycles c : T o
1
Ñ VkpBq which is Γ-equivariant (namely, cpγpeqq “
γ ˝ cpeq for any γ P Γ and e P T o
1
). For any rigid analytic function f
on Ω and e P T o1 , we can define an element Respfqpeq P VkpC8q, which
gives an isomorphism of C8-vector spaces
ResΓ : SkpΓq Ñ Chark pΓ,C8q, f ÞÑ pe ÞÑ Respfqpeqq
([Tei, Theorem 16], see also [Bo¨c, Theorem 5.10]). By [Bo¨c, (17)], the
slash operator defined by
pf |kγqpzq “ detpγqk´1pcz ` dq´kf
ˆ
az ` b
cz ` d
˙
, γ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P GL2pKq
satisfies Respf |kγqpeq “ γ´1 ˝ Respfqpγpeqq.
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On the other hand, the argument in [Tei, p. 506] shows that for any
A-algebra B, we have a B-linear isomorphism
ΦΓ : C
har
k pΓ, Bq Ñ VkpBq, ΦΓpcq “
ÿ
ePΛ1
res b cpeq,
which is independent of the choice of a complete set of representatives
Λ1. This implies that, for any morphism B Ñ B1 of A-algebras, the
natural map
Chark pΓ, Bq bB B1 Ñ Chark pΓ, B1q
is an isomorphism. Moreover, we obtain an isomorphism
ΦΓ ˝ ResΓ : SkpΓq Ñ VkpC8q.
In particular, for any A-subalgebra B of C8, we have an injection
VkpBq Ñ VkpC8q » SkpΓq.
2.3. Hecke operators. For any non-zero element Q P A, we have a
Hecke operator TQ acting on SkpΓq defined as follows. Write
Γ
ˆ
1 0
0 Q
˙
Γ “
ž
iPIpΓ,Qq
Γξi,
where tξi | i P IpΓ, Qqu is a complete set of representatives of the right
coset space ΓzΓ
ˆ
1 0
0 Q
˙
Γ. For any f P SkpΓq, we put
TQf “
ÿ
iPIpΓ,Qq
f |kξi.
For any A-algebra B, we define a Hecke operator T harQ on C
har
k pΓ, Bq
as follows. Note that ξ´1i is an element of the monoid M
´1. For any
c P Chark pΓ, Bq and e P T o1 , we put
T harQ pcqpeq “
ÿ
iPIpΓ,Qq
ξ´1i ˝ cpξipeqq.
Since c is Γ-equivariant, we see that T harQ pcq is a harmonic cocycle
which is independent of the choice of a complete set of representatives
tξi | i P IpΓ, Qqu. For any δ P Γ, the set tξiδ | i P IpΓ, Qqu is also
a complete set of representatives of the same right coset space. This
yields T harQ pcq P Chark pΓ, Bq. By [Bo¨c, (17)], for any A-subalgebra B
of C8, the endomorphism T
har
Q is identified with the restriction on
Chark pΓ, Bq Ď Chark pΓ,C8q of the Hecke operator TQ on SkpΓq via the
isomorphism ResΓ : SkpΓq Ñ Chark pΓ,C8q.
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We also introduce a Hecke operator T1,Q on L1,kpBq as follows. We
denote by C˘
1,kpΓ, Bq the set of Γ-equivariant maps c : T o,st1 Ñ VkpBq
satisfying cp´eq “ ´cpeq for any e P T o,st
1
. Then the map
Φ1,Γ : C
˘
1,kpΓ, Bq Ñ L1,kpBq, Φ1,Γpcq “
ÿ
ePΛ1
res b cpeq
is independent of the choice of Λ1. By the uniqueness of the expression
(2.3), we see that it is an isomorphism. For any c P C˘
1,kpΓ, Bq and
e P T o,st
1
, we put
T˘
1,Qpcqpeq “
ÿ
iPIpΓ,Qq
ÿ
e1Psrcpξipeqq
ξ´1i ˝ cpe1q.
By (2.5), it is independent of the choice of tξiu, and the same argument
as in the case of T harQ shows that it defines an endomorphism T
˘
1,Q on
C˘
1,kpΓ, Bq. Now we put
T1,Q “ Φ1,Γ ˝ T˘1,Q ˝ Φ´11,Γ.
From the construction, we see that T1,Q is independent of the choices
of Λ1 and tξiu.
For an explicit description of T1,Q, fix a complete set of representa-
tives Λ1 and take any element x “
ř
ePΛ1
res b ωe of L1,kpBq. For any
e1 P T o,st
1
, we have
Φ´1
1,Γpxqpe1q “ εe1γ´1e1 ˝ ωrpe1q,
where εe1, γe1 and rpe1q are defined as (2.3) using Λ1. Hence we obtain
(2.6) T1,Qpxq “
ÿ
ePΛ1
res b
ÿ
iPIpΓ,Qq
ÿ
e1Psrcpξipeqq
εe1pξ´1i γ´1e1 q ˝ ωrpe1q.
Proposition 2.2. The restriction of T1,Q on the submodule VkpBq Ď
L1,kpBq agrees with T harQ via the isomorphism ΦΓ : Chark pΓ, Bq Ñ VkpBq.
In particular, VkpBq is stable under T1,Q, and if B is an A-subalgebra
of C8, then VkpBq defines a B-lattice of SkpΓq which is stable under
Hecke operators.
Proof. Take any c P Chark pΓ, Bq. Since cprpe1qq “ εe1γe1cpe1q, (2.4) yields
T1,QpΦΓpcqq “
ÿ
ePΛ1
res b
ÿ
iPIpΓ,Qq
ÿ
e1Psrcpξipeqq
ξ´1i ˝ cpe1q
“
ÿ
ePΛ1
res b
ÿ
iPIpΓ,Qq
ξ´1i ˝ cpξipeqq “
ÿ
ePΛ1
res b T harQ pcqpeq,
which agrees with ΦΓpT harQ pcqq. 
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3. Variation of Gouveˆa-Mazur type
Let n P A be a non-zero polynomial which is prime to ℘ and r ě 1
an integer. For any A-algebra B and any integer m ě 1, put
Bm “ B{℘mB.
Note that, since we have the canonical section r´s : κp℘q Ñ OK℘ of
the natural surjection OK℘ Ñ κp℘q, we can consider Bm canonically as
a κp℘q-algebra.
Let Θ be any subgroup of 1` ℘Ar. We define
ΓΘ
0
p℘rq “
"
γ P SL2pAq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ γ mod ℘r P
ˆ
Θ ˚
0 Θ
˙*
Ď Γ1p℘q
and ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq “ Γ1pnq X ΓΘ0 p℘rq. The subgroup ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq of SL2pAq
is p1-torsion free and contains Γ
t1u
1
pn, ℘rq “ Γ1pn℘rq. When Θ “ 1 `
℘Ar, we also denote Γ
Θ
0 p℘rq and ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq by Γp0p℘rq and Γp1pn, ℘rq,
respectively. For ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq, we fix a complete set of representatives Λ1
as in §2.2.
For Hecke operators of level ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq, we also write
U “ T℘, U1 “ T1,℘.
Let dpk, aq be the dimension of the generalized U -eigenspace in SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq
of slope a. In this section, we prove p-adic local constancy results for
dpk, aq with respect to k, which generalize the Gouveˆa-Mazur conjec-
ture [Hat2, Theorem 1.1] for the case of level Γ1ptq.
3.1. Hecke operators of level ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq. Let Q P A be any non-zero
element. Write
ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq
ˆ
1 0
0 Q
˙
ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq “
ž
iPIpQq
ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqξi.
For any γ P ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq, i P IpQq and λ P κp℘qˆ, we have
(3.1) γξi ”
ˆ
1 ˚
0 Q
˙
, γ
ˆ
λ´1 0
0 λ
˙
”
ˆ
λ´1 ˚
0 λ
˙
mod ℘.
Consider the Hecke operator TQ acting on the C8-vector space SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq,
which preserves the A-lattice VkpAq by Proposition 2.2. To describe it
explicitly for the case where Q is irreducible, we fix a complete set of
representatives RQ of A{pQq. When Q divides n℘r, we have IpQq “ RQ
and
pTQfqpzq “ 1
Q
ÿ
βPRQ
f
ˆ
z ` β
Q
˙
.
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When Q does not divide n℘r, we can find R, S P A satisfying RQ ´
n℘rS “ 1. Put
η˛ “
ˆ
R S
n℘r Q
˙
, ξ˛ “
ˆ
RQ S
n℘rQ Q
˙
“ η˛
ˆ
Q 0
0 1
˙
.
Then we have IpQq “ t˛u \RQ and
pTQfqpzq “ Qk´1pxQyn℘rfqpQzq ` 1
Q
ÿ
βPRQ
f
ˆ
z ` β
Q
˙
,
where xQyn℘r is the diamond operator acting on SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq defined
by f ÞÑ f |kη˛.
Note that the natural map
SL2pAq Ñ SL2pA{pn℘rqq » SL2pA{pnqq ˆ SL2pArq
is surjective. For any λ P κp℘qˆ, we choose ηλ P SL2pAq satisfying
(3.2) ηλ mod n “ I, ηλ mod ℘r “
ˆrλs´1 0
0 rλs
˙
and put
xλy℘rf “ f |kηλ.
By
(3.3) Γ1pn℘rq Ď ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq, η´1λ ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqηλ “ ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq,
this is independent of the choice of ηλ and defines an action of κp℘qˆ
on SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq.
For any κp℘qrκp℘qˆs-module M and any character χ : κp℘qˆ Ñ
κp℘qˆ, we denote by Mpχq the maximal κp℘q-subspace of M on which
any λ P κp℘qˆ acts via χpλq. Since the order of the group κp℘qˆ is
prime to p, we have the projector
εχ : M ÑMpχq, εχpmq “ ´
ÿ
λPκp℘qˆ
χpλq´1pλ ¨mq
and the decomposition into χ-parts
M “à
χ
Mpχq,
where the sum runs over the set of such characters κp℘qˆ Ñ κp℘qˆ.
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We consider K¯ as a κp℘q-algebra by the unique map κp℘q Ñ K¯
which commutes the diagram
κp℘q //
r´s
""❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
K¯
ι℘

C℘.
Then we have
SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq “
à
χ
SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqqpχq.
Note that, when an irreducible polynomial Q does not divide n℘r,
we may further assume that ηλ satisfies
ηλ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
, a R pQq.
Using this, for any irreducible polynomial Q we can show
ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqη´1λ
ˆ
1 0
0 Q
˙
ηλΓ
Θ
1 pn, ℘rq “ ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq
ˆ
1 0
0 Q
˙
ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq.
Then (3.3) yieldsž
iPIpQq
ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqξiηλ “ ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq
ˆ
1 0
0 Q
˙
ηλΓ
Θ
1 pn, ℘rq
“ ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rqηλ
ˆ
1 0
0 Q
˙
ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq “
ž
iPIpQq
ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rqηλξi.
(3.4)
Thus TQ commutes with xλy℘r and SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqqpχq is stable under
Hecke operators. We denote by dpk, χ, aq be the dimension of the gen-
eralized U -eigenspace in SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqqpχq of slope a. To indicate the
level, we often write
dpk, aq “ dpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq, k, aq, dpk, χ, aq “ dpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq, k, χ, aq.
For any A-algebra B, we also have the diamond operator xλy℘r
xλy℘r P EndpChark pΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq, Bqq, c ÞÑ pe ÞÑ η´1λ ˝ cpηλpeqqq,
which is compatible with that on SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq when B “ C8. From
(3.3) we see that e is ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq-stable if and only of ηλpeq is, and thus
the corresponding operators on VkpBq and L1,kpBq are given by
(3.5) xλy℘rp
ÿ
ePΛ1
res b ωeq “
ÿ
ePΛ1
res b εηλpeqpη´1λ γ´1ηλpeqq ˝ ωrpηλpeqq.
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When B is also a κp℘q-algebra, we have the decomposition
Chark pΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq, Bq “
à
χ
Chark pΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq, Bqpχq
and similarly for L1,kpBq and VkpBq. These summands are stable under
Hecke operators by (3.4).
3.2. Weight reduction. Let N ě 1 be any integer. For any A-algebra
B, the B-linear map
µk,N : Hk´2pBq Ñ Hk´2`NpBq, X iY k´2´i ÞÑ X i`NY k´2´i
induces the dual map
ρk,N : Vk`NpBq Ñ VkpBq, pX iY k`N´2´iq_ ÞÑ
#
pX i´NY k`N´2´iq_ pi ě Nq
0 pi ă Nq .
It is a surjection whose kernel is
V ăNk`NpBq “
à
iăN
BpX iY k`N´2´iq_.
Lemma 3.1. Let n ě 0 be any non-negative integer, B¯ any Apn-algebra
and λ P κp℘qˆ. Let ξ PM2pAq be any element satisfying
ξ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
, a mod ℘ “ λ, c ” 0 mod ℘.
Letm be the order of λ in κp℘qˆ. Then, for any element ω P Vk`pnmpB¯q,
we have
ξ´1 ˝ ρk,pnmpωq “ ρk,pnmpξ´1 ˝ ωq.
In particular, for any integer m1 ě 1, the map ρk,pnm1 : Vk`pnm1pB¯q Ñ
VkpB¯q is ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq-equivariant and its kernel V ăp
nm1
k`pnm1pB¯q is ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq-
stable.
Proof. In the ring Apn , we can write a “ rλs ` ℘a1 with some a1 P Apn.
For any integer i P r0, k ´ 2s, the assumption ℘pnB¯ “ 0 implies
ξ ˝ µk,pnmpX iY k´2´iq “ paX ` cY qpnm`ipbX ` dY qk´2´i
“ papnXpn ` cpnY pnqmpaX ` cY qipbX ` dY qk´2´i
“ prλspnXpnqmpaX ` cY qipbX ` dY qk´2´i
“ XpnmpaX ` cY qipbX ` dY qk´2´i
“ µk,pnmpξ ˝ pX iY k´2´iqq.
Taking the dual yields the lemma. 
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By Lemma 3.1, for any Apn-algebra B¯ and any integer m
1 ě 1, we
obtain the surjection
1b ρk,pnm1 : Vk`pnm1pB¯q Ñ VkpB¯q
and similarly for L1,kpB¯q.
Lemma 3.2. For any Apn-algebra B¯, the maps
1b ρk,pn : Vk`pnpB¯q Ñ VkpB¯q, L1,k`pnpB¯q Ñ L1,kpB¯q
commute with Hecke operators. Moreover, the maps
1b ρk,pnpqd´1q : Vk`pnpqd´1qpB¯q Ñ VkpB¯q, L1,k`pnpqd´1qpB¯q Ñ L1,kpB¯q
commute with xλy℘r for any λ P κp℘qˆ. In particular, the B¯-submodules
V
ăpn
k`pnpB¯q, Văp
npqd´1q
k`pnpqd´1q
pB¯q
are stable under Hecke operators.
Proof. It is enough to show the assertions on L1,kpB¯q. By (2.6) and
(3.5), we reduce ourselves to showing that, for any γ P ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq, i P
IpQq, λ P κp℘qˆ, ω P Vk`pnpB¯q and ω1 P Vk`pnpqd´1qpB¯q, we have
pγξiq´1 ˝ ρk,pnpωq “ ρk,pnppγξiq´1 ˝ ωq,
pγηλq´1 ˝ ρk,pnpqd´1qpω1q “ ρk,pnpqd´1qppγηλq´1 ˝ ω1q.
By (3.1), this follows from Lemma 3.1. 
3.3. Dimension of slope zero cuspforms. Using harmonic cocycles,
the proofs of [Hid1, Corollary 8.2 and Proposition 8.3] can be adapted
to obtain constancy results for the dimension of slope zero cuspforms
with respect to the weight and the level at ℘. First we prove the
following key lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let B be any flat A-algebra. For any s P St and any
integer j P r0, k ´ 2s, the element sb pXjY k´2´jq_ P VkpBq satisfies
Ups b pXjY k´2´jq_q P ℘k´2´jVkpBq.
Proof. For any non-negative integer m, we have the commutative dia-
gram with exact rows
0 // VkpBq //

L1,kpBq BΓb1 //

L0,kpBq //

0
0 // VkpBmq // L1,kpBmq BΓb1 // L0,kpBmq // 0.
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Since the structure map A Ñ B is flat, we see that ℘mVkpBq and
℘mL1,kpBq are the kernels of the left two vertical maps. Thus it suffices
to show U1psb pXjY k´2´jq_q P ℘k´2´jL1,kpBq.
Any element of St is a Z-linear combination of elements of ZrT¯ o,st1 s
of the form res|α with e P Λ1 and α P ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq. Moreover, for any
ω P VkpBq, we have res|α b ω “ res b α ˝ ω. By (2.6), it is enough to
show that, for any i P Ip℘q, γ P ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq and integers j, l P r0, k ´ 2s,
we have
ppγξiq´1 ˝ pXjY k´2´jq_qpX lY k´2´lq P ℘k´2´jB.
Write γξi “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
. Then the above evaluation is equal to
pXjY k´2´jq_ppaX ` cY qlpbX ` dY qk´2´lq.
By (3.1) we have c, d ” 0 mod ℘ and the coefficient of XjY k´2´j in
the product paX ` cY qlpbX ` dY qk´2´l is divisible by ℘k´2´j. This
concludes the proof. 
Proposition 3.4. (1) dpΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq, k, 0q is independent of k.
(2) For any character χ : κp℘qˆ Ñ κp℘qˆ, we have
k1 ” k2 mod qd ´ 1ñ dpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq, k1, χ, 0q “ dpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq, k2, χ, 0q.
Proof. Note that dpΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq, k, 0q is equal to the degree of the poly-
nomial
detpI ´ UX ;Vkpκp℘qqq.
By Lemma 3.2 for n “ 0, we have the exact sequence
0 // Vă1k`1pκp℘qq // Vk`1pκp℘qq // Vkpκp℘qq // 0
whose maps are compatible with Hecke operators. Since pk`1q´2 ą 0,
Lemma 3.3 implies U “ 0 on Vă1k`1pκp℘qq and thus we have
detpI ´ UX ;Vă1k`1pκp℘qqq “ 1,
which yields the assertion (1). Since Lemma 3.2 also gives the exact
sequence
0 // Văp
d´1
k`pd´1
pκp℘qqpχq // Vk`pd´1pκp℘qqpχq // Vkpκp℘qqpχq // 0,
the assertion (2) follows similarly. 
Proposition 3.5. dpΓp
1
pn, ℘rq, k, 0q and dpΓp
1
pn, ℘rq, k, χ, 0q are inde-
pendent of r ě 1.
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Proof. Put Γr “ Γp1pn, ℘rq. Let κ¯ be an algebraic closure of κp℘q. We
reduce ourselves to showing that the multiplicities of non-zero eigen-
values of U acting on Chark pΓr, κ¯q and Chark pΓr, κ¯qpχq are independent of
r. These are the same as the dimensions of the generalized eigenspaces
Chark pΓr, κ¯qord, Chark pΓr, κ¯qpχqord
of non-zero eigenvalues, respectively.
Since any c P Chark pΓr, κ¯q is also Γr`1-equivariant, we have the natural
inclusion
ι : Chark pΓr, κ¯q Ñ Chark pΓr`1, κ¯q.
Since we have
Γr`1
ˆ
1 0
0 ℘
˙
Γr “
ž
βPR℘
Γr`1ξβ, ξβ “
ˆ
1 β
0 ℘
˙
,
we obtain a map s : Chark pΓr`1, κ¯q Ñ Chark pΓr, κ¯q by
spcqpeq “
ÿ
βPR℘
ξ´1β ˝ cpξβpeqq,
which makes the following diagram commutative.
Chark pΓr, κ¯q ι //
U

Chark pΓr`1, κ¯q
U

s
ww♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
Chark pΓr, κ¯q ι // Chark pΓr`1, κ¯q
From this we see that ι and s commute with U and, since U is isomor-
phic on Chark pΓr, κ¯qord, the map ι gives an isomorphism
ιord : Chark pΓr, κ¯qord Ñ Chark pΓr`1, κ¯qord.
This settles the assertion on dpΓp
1
pn, ℘rq, k, 0q. Moreover, since the
diamond operator xλy℘r is independent of the choice of ηλ satisfying
(3.2), we also have
xλy℘r`1 ˝ ι “ ι ˝ xλy℘r .
Since U commutes with diamond operators, the map ιord also induces
an isomorphism
Chark pΓr, κ¯qpχqord Ñ Chark pΓr`1, κ¯qpχqord,
from which the assertion on dpΓp1pn, ℘rq, k, χ, 0q follows. 
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3.4. Representing matrix of U . Let E{K℘ be a finite extension of
complete valuation fields. We extend the normalized ℘-adic valuation
v℘ naturally to E. We denote by OE the integer ring of E.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that n℘ has a prime factor pi of degree one. Then
the right ZrΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs-module St is free of rank rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs,
where the rank is independent of the choice of such pi.
Proof. Note that, from ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rq Ď Γ1pn℘q, we see that the former
is a subgroup of Γ1ppiq. We can show that a fundamental domain of
Γ1ppiqzT is the same as the picture of [LM, §7], and that it has no
Γ1ppiq-stable vertex and only one Γ1ppiq-stable (unoriented) edge. By
(2.1), the right ZrΓ1ppiqs-module St is free of rank one. Thus the right
ZrΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs-module St is free of rank rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs. Since we
have
rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs “ rSL2pAq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs
„
SL2pFqq :
"ˆ
1 ˚
0 1
˙*´1
,
the rank is independent of pi. 
In the sequel, we assume that n℘ has a prime factor pi of degree one.
Under this assumption, Lemma 3.6 implies that the right ZrΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs-
module St is free of rank d, where we put
d “ rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs.
Hence, for any A-algebra B, the B-module VkpBq is free of rank dpk´1q.
We fix an ordered basisBk of the free A-module VkpAq, as follows. Take
an ordered basis ps1, . . . , sdq of the right ZrΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs-module St. The
set
Bk “ tvi,j “ si b pXjY k´2´jq_ | 1 ď i ď d, 0 ď j ď k ´ 2u
forms a basis of the A-module VkpAq, and we order it as
v1,0, v2,0, . . . , vd,0, v1,1, v2,1, . . . , vd,1, v1,2, . . . .
For any A-algebra B, the ordered basis of the B-module VkpBq induced
by Bk is also denoted abusively by Bk. We denote by U
pkq the repre-
senting matrix of U acting on the OE-module VkpOEq with respect to
the ordered basis Bk. Then Lemma 3.3 gives
(3.6) Upvi,jq P ℘k´2´jVkpOEq.
In order to study perturbation of U pkq, we use the following lemma
of [Ked]. Note that the assumption B P GLnpF q there is superfluous.
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Lemma 3.7 ([Ked], Proposition 4.4). Let L be any positive integer
and A,B PMLpOEq. Let s1 ď s2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď sL be the elementary divisors
of A. Namely, they are the normalized ℘-adic valuations of diagonal
entries of the Smith normal form of A. Let s11 ď s12 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď s1L be the
elementary divisors of AB. Then we have
s1i ě si for any i.
The same inequality also holds for the elementary divisors of BA.
Corollary 3.8. Suppose that n℘ has a prime factor pi of degree one.
Put d “ rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs. Let s1 ď s2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď sdpk´1q be the
elementary divisors of U pkq. Then we have
si ě
Z
i´ 1
d
^
.
Proof. By (3.6), the matrix U pkq can be written as
U pkq “ Bdiagp℘k´2, . . . , ℘k´2, . . . , ℘, . . . , ℘, 1, . . . , 1q,
where B PMdpk´1qpOEq and the diagonal entries of the last matrix are
t℘j | 0 ď j ď k ´ 2u, each with multiplicity d. Then the corollary
follows from Lemma 3.7. 
Corollary 3.9. Let n ě 0 be any non-negative integer. Then, for some
matrices B1, B2, B3, B4 with entries in OE, we have
U pk`p
nq “
ˆ
℘k´1B1 B2
℘p
n
B3 U
pkq ` ℘pnB4
˙
.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, the lower right block is congruent to U pkq and
the lower left block is zero modulo ℘p
n
. By (3.6), the entries on the
upper left block are divisible by ℘k´1. This concludes the proof. 
For the U -operator acting on VkpOEqpχq, we have a similar descrip-
tion of its representing matrix U
pkq
χ as follows.
Proposition 3.10. Suppose that n℘ has a prime factor pi of degree
one. Put d “ rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs.
(1) For any integer i ě 0, the i-th smallest elementary divisor sχ,i
of U
pkq
χ satisfies
sχ,i ě
Z
i´ 1
d
^
.
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(2) Let n ě 0 be any non-negative integer. Then, with some bases
of VkpOEqpχq and Vk`pnpqd´1qpOEqpχq, the representing matrices
U
pkq
χ and U
pk`pnpqd´1qq
χ of U acting on them satisfies
U pk`p
npqd´1qq
χ “
ˆ
℘k´1B1 B2
℘p
n
B3 U
pkq
χ ` ℘pnB4
˙
for some matrices B1, B2, B3, B4 with entries in OE.
Proof. We have the decomposition
VkpOEq “
à
χ
VkpOEqpχq,
where each summand is stable under Hecke operators. Thus any ele-
mentary divisor of U
pkq
χ is also an elementary divisor of U pkq, and sχ,i
equals the i1-th smallest elementary divisor si1 of U
pkq with some i1 ě i.
Hence the assertion (1) follows from Corollary 3.8.
For (2), put m “ qd ´ 1, k1 “ k ` pnm and consider the weight
reduction map
ρ “ 1b ρk,pnm : Vk1pOE,pnq Ñ VkpOE,pnq.
By Lemma 3.1, we can define the tensor product over ZrΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rqs
V
ăpnm
k1 pOE,pnq “ StbZrΓΘ1 pn,℘rqs V
ăpnm
k1 pOE,pnq,
which sits in the split exact sequence of OE,pn-modules
0 // Văp
nm
k1 pOE,pnq // Vk1pOE,pnq
ρ
// VkpOE,pnq // 0.
By Lemma 3.2, the map ρ is compatible with Hecke operators and
xλy℘r for any λ P κp℘qˆ. Thus the map ρ also induces the split exact
sequence
0 // Văp
nm
k1 pOE,pnqpχq // Vk1pOE,pnqpχq
ρ
// VkpOE,pnqpχq // 0.
Let εχ : Vk1pOEq Ñ Vk1pOEqpχq be the projector to the χ-part. Let
κE be the residue field of E. Consider the basis vi,j “ sibpXjY k1´2´jq_
of Vk1pOEq as before and its image v¯i,j in Vk1pκEq. Note that, for any
j ă pnm, the image of εχpvi,jq in Vk1pOE,pnqpχq lies in Văpnmk1 pOE,pnqpχq.
Since the set
tεχpv¯i,jq | 1 ď i ď d, 0 ď j ď pnm´ 1u
spans the κE-vector space V
ăpnm
k1 pκEqpχq, there exists a subset Σ Ď
r1, ds ˆ r0, pnm ´ 1s such that the elements εχpv¯i,jq for pi, jq P Σ form
its basis.
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Now take a lift Bk1,χ,k of a basis of VkpOE,pnqpχq by the composite
Vk1pOEqpχq Ñ Vk1pOE,pnqpχq ρÑ VkpOE,pnqpχq.
Since the image of the set
Bk1,χ “ tεχpvi,jq | pi, jq P Σu \Bk1,χ,k
in Vk1pκEqpχq forms its basis, we see that Bk1,χ itself forms a basis of
Vk1pOEqpχq. Moreover, by Nakayama’s lemma, the images of εχpvi,jq
in Vk1pOE,pnq for pi, jq P Σ form a basis of Văpnmk1 pOE,pnqpχq.
Representing U by the basis Bk1,χ, we see that the lower blocks of
the resulting matrix are as stated in (2). Moreover, since U and xλy℘r
commute with each other, (3.6) yields
Upεχpvi,jqq “ εχpUpvi,jqq P ℘k1´2´jVk1pOEqpχq
for any j ă pnm, and thus the upper left block is divisible by ℘k´1.
This concludes the proof. 
3.5. Perturbation. Let E{K℘ be a finite extension inside C℘. Let
V be an E-vector space of finite dimension and T : V Ñ V an E-
linear endomorphism. For an eigenvector of T with eigenvalue λ P C℘,
we refer to v℘pλq as its slope. For any rational number a, we denote
by dpT, aq the multiplicity of T -eigenvalues of slope a. If B is the
representing matrix of T with some basis of V , we also denote it by
dpB, aq.
Proposition 3.11. Let d0, n and L be positive integers. Let B P
MLpOEq be a matrix such that its i-th smallest elementary divisor si
satisfies si ě t i´1d0 u for any i. Put ε0 “ dpB, 0q and
C1pn, d0, ε0q “ pn
ˆ
4` d0pn ´ d0
4` 2d0pn ´ 2ε0
˙
P p0, pnq.
Moreover, we put q1 “ r1 “ 0 and for any l ě 2, we write ql “ t l´2d0 u
and rl “ l ´ 2´ d0ql. We define C2pn, d0, ε0q as
min
"
2pn ` d0qlpql ´ 1q ` 2qlprl ` 1q
2pl ´ ε0q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ε0 ă l ď 1` d0pn
*
and put
Cpn, d0, ε0q “ mintC1pn, d0, ε0q, C2pn, d0, ε0qu P p0, pnq.
Let B1 P MLpOEq be any matrix satisfying B1 ´ B P ℘pnMLpOEq. Let
a be any non-negative rational number satisfying
a ă Cpn, d0, ε0q.
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Then we have
dpB, aq “ dpB1, aq.
Proof. We put
PBpXq “ detpI´BXq “
ÿ
blX
l, PB1pXq “ detpI´B1Xq “
ÿ
b1lX
l.
Then bl is, up to a sign, the sum of principal l ˆ l minors of B. Since
PB ” PB1 mod ℘, we have dpB1, 0q “ dpB, 0q “ ε0. From the assump-
tion on elementary divisors, we see that if i ą d0, then any iˆ i minor
of B is divisible by ℘. This yields ε0 ď d0.
By [Ked, Theorem 4.4.2], for any l ě 0 we have
v℘pbl ´ b1lq ě pn `
l´1ÿ
j“1
min
"Z
j ´ 1
d0
^
, pn
*
.
Here we mean that the second term of the right-hand side is zero for
l ď 1. Let R be the right-hand side of the inequality. We claim that
for any l ą ε0, we have
a ă Cpn, d0, ε0q ñ R ą apl ´ ε0q.
Indeed, when l ą 1` d0pn, we have
R “ pn `
d0p
nÿ
j“1
Z
j ´ 1
d0
^
`
l´1ÿ
j“1`d0pn
pn “ pnpl ´ d0pnq ` 1
2
d0p
nppn ´ 1q
“ 1
2
pnp2l ´ d0 ´ d0pnq.
Then R ą apl ´ ε0q if and only if
(3.7) ppn ´ aql ´ 1
2
pnd0p1` pnq ` aε0 ą 0.
Since the condition a ă Cpn, d0, ε0q yields pn ą a, the left-hand side
of (3.7) is increasing with respect to l. Thus (3.7) holds for any l ą
1` d0pn if and only if it holds for l “ 2` d0pn, which is equivalent to
a ă C1pn, d0, ε0q.
On the other hand, when l ď 1` d0pn, we have
(3.8) R “ pn ` 1
2
d0qlpql ´ 1q ` qlprl ` 1q,
from which the claim follows.
Let NB and NB1 be the Newton polygons of PB and PB1 , respectively.
It suffices to show that the segments of NB and NB1 with slope less than
Cpn, d0, ε0q agree with each other. Suppose the contrary and take the
smallest slope a ă Cpn, d0, ε0q satisfying dpB, aq ‰ dpB1, aq.
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Let pl, yq be the right endpoint of the segment of slope a in either of
NB or NB1 . Since dpB, 0q “ dpB1, 0q, we have a ą 0 and l ą ε0. Then
the above claim yields
y ď apl ´ ε0q ă v℘pbl ´ b1lq.
Since y P tv℘pblq, v℘pb1lqu, we have v℘pblq “ v℘pb1lq. Since a is minimal,
this implies that slope a appears in both of NB and NB1. Applying
the same argument to the right endpoint of the segment of slope a in
the other Newton polygon, we obtain dpB, aq “ dpB1, aq. This is the
contradiction. 
By a similar argument, we can show a slightly different perturbation
result as follows.
Proposition 3.12. With the notation in Proposition 3.11, we suppose
that the following conditions hold.
(1) If p “ 2, then n ě 3 or d0 ´ ε0 ď 1.
(2) 2pn ą npd0n ` 2` d0 ´ 2ε0q.
Then, for any non-negative rational number a ď n, we have
dpB, aq “ dpB1, aq.
Proof. Let R be as in the proof of Proposition 3.11. We claim R ą
npl ´ ε0q for any l ą ε0 under the assumptions (1) and (2).
Indeed, when l ą 1 ` d0pn, we have R ą npl ´ ε0q for any such l if
and only if n ă C1pn, d0, ε0q, namely
d0p
n
ˆ
1
2
pn ´ n
˙
` 2ppn ´ nq ` nε0 ą 1
2
d0p
n.
If p ě 3 or n ě 3, then we have 1
2
pn ´ n ě 1
2
and the above inequality
holds. If p “ 2 and n ă 3, it is equivalent to d0 ´ ε0 ď 1. Thus, under
the condition (1), we have R ą npl ´ ε0q in this case.
Let us consider the case of l ď 1 ` d0pn. Note that l “ 1 is allowed
only if ε0 “ 0, in which case the claim holds by R “ pn ą n. For l ě 2,
by (3.8) we have R ą npl ´ ε0q if and only if
2pn ` d0
ˆ
ql ´ n` rl ` 1
d0
´ 1
2
˙2
´ d0
ˆ
´n` rl ` 1
d0
´ 1
2
˙2
ą 2nprl ` 2´ ε0q.
Note rl`1
d0
´ 1
2
P r´1
2
, 1
2
s. Since ql and n are integers, we have
d0
ˆ
ql ´ n` rl ` 1
d0
´ 1
2
˙2
ě d0
ˆ
rl ` 1
d0
´ 1
2
˙2
.
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Thus the above inequality holds if
2pn ` d0
ˆ
rl ` 1
d0
´ 1
2
˙2
´ d0
ˆ
´n` rl ` 1
d0
´ 1
2
˙2
ą 2nprl ` 2´ ε0q,
which is equivalent to the condition (2) and the claim follows. Now
the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 3.11 shows dpB, aq “
dpB1, aq. 
3.6. Dimension variation. For the U -operators acting on VkpK℘q
and VpK℘qpχq, we denote dpU, aq also by
dpk, aq “ dpΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq, k, aq, dpk, χ, aq “ dpΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq, k, χ, aq,
respectively. Note that they agree with the previously defined ones for
SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq and SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqqpχq.
Now the following theorems give generalizations of [Hat2, Theorem
1.1].
Theorem 3.13. Suppose that n℘ has a prime factor pi of degree one.
Let n ě 1 and k ě 2 be any integers. Put d “ rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs and
ε “ dpk, 0q. Let a be any non-negative rational number satisfying
a ă mintCpn, d, εq, k ´ 1u.
Then, for any integer k1 ě k, we have
k1 ” k mod pn ñ dpk1, aq “ dpk, aq.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 (1), we may assume k1 “ k`pn. By Corollary
3.9, we can write U pk`p
nq`℘pnW “ V with W PMdpk`pn´1qpOK℘q and
V “
ˆ
℘k´1B1 B2
O U pkq
˙
, B1 PMdpnpOK℘q, B2 PMdpn,dpk´1qpOK℘q.
Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 3.4 (1) show that U pk`p
nq satisfies the as-
sumptions of Proposition 3.11. Hence we obtain dpk` pn, aq “ dpV, aq.
By [Hat2, Lemma 2.3 (2)], the matrix ℘k´1B1 has no eigenvalue of
slope less than k ´ 1. Since a ă k ´ 1, we also have dpV, aq “ dpk, aq.
This concludes the proof. 
Theorem 3.14. Suppose that n℘ has a prime factor pi of degree one.
Let n ě 1 and k ě 2 be any integers. Let χ : κp℘qˆ Ñ κp℘qˆ be any
character. Put d “ rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs and εχ “ dpk, χ, 0q. Let a be
any non-negative rational number satisfying
a ă mintCpn, d, εχq, k ´ 1u.
Then, for any integer k1 ě k, we have
k1 ” k mod pnpqd ´ 1q ñ dpk1, χ, aq “ dpk, χ, aq.
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Proof. This follows in the same way as Theorem 3.13, using Proposition
3.10 and Proposition 3.4 (2). 
Theorem 3.15. Suppose that n℘ has a prime factor pi of degree one.
Let n ě 1 and k ě 2 be any integers and a ď n any non-negative
rational number. Put d “ rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs and ε “ dpk, 0q. Suppose
that the following conditions hold.
(1) If p “ 2, then n ě 3 or d´ ε ď 1.
(2) 2pn ą npdn` 2` d´ 2εq.
Then, for any integer k1 ě k, we have
a ă k ´ 1, k1 ” k mod pn ñ dpk1, aq “ dpk, aq.
Proof. This follows in the same way as Theorem 3.13, using Proposition
3.12 instead of Proposition 3.11. 
It will be necessary to use an increasing function no more than
Cpn, d, εq instead of itself. Here we give an example.
Lemma 3.16. Let n, d ě 1 and ε ě 0 be any integers satisfying ε ď d.
Put
D2pn, d, εq “ 1
d
"a
2dpn ` pd´ ε` 1qp2d´ ε´ 1q ´ 3
2
d` ε
*
,
Dpn, d, εq “ mintC1pn, d, εq, D2pn, d, εqu.
Then Dpn, d, εq is an increasing function of n satisfying Dpn, d, εq ď
Cpn, d, εq.
Proof. Since C1pn, d, εq is increasing for n ě 1, it suffices to show
D2pn, d, εq ď C2pn, d, εq. Put m “ d´ε`1 and x “ dql`m ě 1. Since
rl P r0, d´ 1s, for any l ą ε we have
2pn ` dqlpql ´ 1q ` 2qlprl ` 1q
2pl ´ εq ě
2pn ` dqlpql ´ 1q ` 2ql
2x
.
The right-hand side equals
1
2x
!
2pn ` d
´x´m
d
¯´x´m
d
´ 1
¯
` 2
´x´m
d
¯)
“ x
2d
` 1
2dx
p2dpn `mpm` d´ 2qq ´ m
d
´ 1
2
` 1
d
.
By the inequality of arithmetic and geometric means, it is no less than
D2pn, d, εq and the lemma follows. 
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When n “ 1, ℘ “ t and r “ 1, we have ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq “ Γ1ptq, d “ 1 and
ε “ 1 by [Hat2, Lemma 2.4], which yields
C1pn, 1, 1q “ pn
ˆ
pn ` 3
2pn ` 2
˙
ě D2pn, 1, 1q “
a
2pn ´ 1
2
.
Thus we obtain
(3.9) Dpn, 1, 1q “
a
2pn ´ 1
2
ą 0
and Theorem 3.13 gives the following improvement of [Hat2, Theorem
1.1].
Corollary 3.17. Suppose n “ 1, ℘ “ t and r “ 1. Let k ě 2 be
any integer and a any non-negative rational number. Let n ě 1 be any
integer satisfying
1
2
ˆ
a` 1
2
˙2
ă pn.
Then, for any integer k1 ě k, we have
a ă k ´ 1, k1 ” k mod pn ñ dpΓ1ptq, k1, aq “ dpΓ1ptq, k, aq.
4. ℘-adic continuous family
We say F P VkpC℘q is a Hecke eigenform if it is a non-zero eigen-
vector of TQ for any Q P A. We denote by λQpF q the TQ-eigenvalue
of F . Since Hecke operators commute with each other, if dpk, aq “ 1
(resp. dpk, χ, aq “ 1) then any non-zero U -eigenform in VkpC℘q (resp.
VkpC℘qpχq) of slope a is a Hecke eigenform.
4.1. Construction of the family. Now we prove the following main
theorem of this paper.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that n℘ has a prime factor pi of degree one.
Let n ě 1 and k1 ě 2 be any integers. Put d “ rΓ1ppiq : ΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqs and
ε “ dpk1, 0q. Let a be any non-negative rational number satisfying
a ă mintCpn, d, εq, k1 ´ 1u.
Let n1 ě 1 be any integer satisfying
pn ´ pn1 ´ a ě 0, a ă Cpn1, d, εq.
Suppose dpk1, aq “ 1. Let F1 P Vk1pC℘q be a Hecke eigenform of slope
a. Then, for any integer k2 ě k1 satisfying
k2 ” k1 mod pn,
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we have dpk2, aq “ 1 and thus there exists a Hecke eigenform F2 P
Vk2pC℘q of slope a which is unique up to a scalar multiple. Moreover,
for any Q we have
(4.1) v℘pλQpF1q ´ λQpF2qq ą pn ´ pn1 ´ a.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 (1), we may assume pk1, k2q “ pk, k ` pnq
for some integer k ě 2. Theorem 3.13 yields dpk ` pn, aq “ 1 and any
non-zero U -eigenform F2 P Vk2pC℘q of slope a is a Hecke eigenform.
Take a finite extension E{K℘ inside C℘ containing λQpFiq and λ℘pFiq
for i “ 1, 2. We may assume Fi P VkipOEq. We identify VkipOEq with
O
dpki´1q
E via the ordered basis Bki . Then we can write
F2 “
ˆ
x
y
˙
, x P OdpnE , y P Odpk´1qE ,
where each entry of x is the coefficient of vs,t P Bk2 in F2 with t ă pn.
For any integer N and z “ tpz1, . . . , zN q P ONE , we put
v℘pzq “ mintv℘pziq | i “ 1, . . . , Nu.
Replacing Fi by its scalar multiple, we may assume v℘pFiq “ 0.
For any H P VkipOEq, we denote by H¯ its image by the natural map
VkipOEq Ñ VkipOE,pnq. Consider the weight reduction map
1b ρk,pn : Vk`pnpOE,pnq Ñ VkpOE,pnq
as in §3.2, which we denote by ρ. Then ρpF¯2q “ y mod ℘pn.
We claim v℘pyq ď a. Indeed, if v℘pxq ě v℘pyq, then the assumption
v℘pF2q “ 0 yields v℘pyq “ 0. If v℘pxq ă v℘pyq, then v℘pxq “ 0 and
Corollary 3.9 gives
λ℘pF2qx “ ℘k´1B1x`B2y.
Since v℘pλ℘pF2qq “ a ă k ´ 1, this forces v℘pyq ď a and the claim
follows.
Take G1 P VkpOEq satisfying G¯1 “ ρpF¯2q. By Lemma 3.2, we have
(4.2) TQpG1q ” λQpF2qG1, UpG1q ” λ℘pF2qG1 mod ℘pnVkpOEq.
Since we have a ă Cpn, d, εq ă pn, the above claim yields v℘pG1q ď a.
If G1 P OEF1, then G1 is a Hecke eigenform with the same eigenvalues
as those of F1. Thus we have
λQpF1qG¯1 “ TQpG¯1q “ λQpF2qG¯1,
which gives
(4.3) v℘pλQpF1q ´ λQpF2qq ě pn ´ a.
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Suppose G1 R OEF1, and take H1 P VkpOEq such that F1 and H1
form a basis of a direct summand of VkpOEq containing G1. Write
(4.4) G1 “ αF1 ` βH1, α, β P OE .
Then β ‰ 0. By (4.2), for any R P t℘,Qu we have
λRpF2qG1 ” TRpG1q “ αλRpF1qF1 ` βTRpH1q mod ℘pnVkpOEq.
Combined with (4.4), this implies
(4.5) βTRpH1q ” αpλRpF2q´λRpF1qqF1`βλRpF2qH1 mod ℘pnVkpOEq
and thus we obtain
(4.6) αpλRpF1q ´ λRpF2qq ” 0 mod pβ, ℘pnq.
Put b “ v℘pβq. Suppose b ą pn ´ pn1. Since v℘pF1q “ 0 and
v℘pG1q ď a ď pn ´ pn1 ă b,
(4.4) gives v℘pαq ď a and (4.6) yields
(4.7) v℘pλQpF1q ´ λQpF2qq ą pn ´ pn1 ´ a.
Suppose b ď pn´pn1. In this case we have β´1℘pn P OE and by (4.6)
we can write
αpλ℘pF2q ´ λ℘pF1qq “ βν
with some ν P OE. Then (4.5) shows
(4.8) UpH1q ” νF1 ` λ℘pF2qH1 mod β´1℘pnVkpOEq.
Take an ordered basis pF1, H1, v˜3, . . . , v˜dpk´1qq of theOE-module VkpOEq,
and we denote by U˜ pkq the representing matrix of U with respect to it.
By (4.8), we can write
U˜ pkq “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
λ℘pF1q ν ` β´1℘pnc1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
0 λ℘pF2q ` β´1℘pnc2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
0 β´1℘p
n
c3 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
...
...
... ¨ ¨ ¨ ...
0 β´1℘p
n
cdpk´1q ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
˛
‹‹‹‹‚, c1, . . . , cdpk´1q P OE.
Note that the elementary divisors of U˜ pkq and U pkq agree with each
other. Let V be the element of Mdpk´1qpOEq with the same columns as
those of U˜ pkq except the second column which we require to be¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
ν
λ℘pF2q
0
...
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚.
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Then we have dpV, aq ě 2. On the other hand, since pn ´ b ě pn1,
the assumption a ă Cpn1, d, εq and Proposition 3.11 yield dpV, aq “
dpk, aq “ 1, which is the contradiction. Thus the case b ď pn ´ pn1
never occurs. Now the theorem follows from (4.3) and (4.7). 
Remark 4.2. Putting ε “ dpk1, χ, 0q and assuming dpk1, χ, aq “ 1,
the same proof using Proposition 3.10 and Theorem 3.14 shows that
we can construct, from a Hecke eigenform F1 P Vk1pC℘qpχq of slope a,
a Hecke eigenform F2 P Vk2pC℘qpχq of slope a satisfying (4.1) for any
integer k2 ě k1 with
k2 ” k1 mod pnpqd ´ 1q.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose that n, k and a satisfy the assumptions
of Theorem 1.1. Take any k1 ě k satisfying
m “ vppk1 ´ kq ě logpppn ` aq.
Since n ď m and Dpn, d, εq is an increasing function of n satisfying
Dpn, d, εq ď Cpn, d, εq, we have
a ă mintCpm, d, εq, k ´ 1u, pm ´ pn ´ a ě 0, a ă Cpn, d, εq.
Note that, if dpk, aq “ 1, then any U -eigenform of slope a in VkpC℘q
is identified with a scalar multiple of that in VkpK¯q Ď SkpΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq via
the fixed embedding ι℘. Thus Theorem 4.1 produces a Hecke eigenform
Fk1 P Sk1pΓΘ1 pn, ℘rqq such that for any Q we have
v℘pι℘pλQpFk1q ´ λQpFkqqq ą pm ´ pn ´ a.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
4.2. Examples. We assume n “ 1, ℘ “ t, r “ 1 and ΓΘ
1
pn, ℘rq “ Γ1ptq.
In this case we have d “ 1 and dpk, 0q “ 1 for any k ě 2. In the
following, we give examples of congruences between Hecke eigenvalues
obtained by Theorem 1.1 for this case, using results of [BV2, LM, Pet].
Note that the Hecke operator at Q considered in [BV2, Pet] is QTQ
with our normalization.
4.2.1. Slope zero forms. By dpk, 0q “ 1, any U -eigenform of slope zero
in SkpΓ1ptqq is a member of a t-adic continuous family obtained by
Theorem 1.1. Some of such eigenforms can be given by the theory of
A-expansions [Pet].
For any integer k ě 3 satisfying k ” 2 mod q´1, Petrov constructed
an element fk,1 P SkpSL2pAqq with A-expansion [Pet, Theorem 1.3].
We know that fk,1 is a Hecke eigenform whose Hecke eigenvalue at Q
is one for any Q; this follows from a formula for the Hecke action [Pet,
p. 2252] and ca “ ak´n.
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For such k, let f
ptq
k,1 P SkpΓ1ptqq be the t-stabilization of fk,1 of finite
slope, namely
f
ptq
k,1pzq “ fk,1pzq ´ tk´1fk,1ptzq.
It is non-zero by [Pet, Theorem 2.2]. Moreover, we can show that f
ptq
k,1
is a Hecke eigenform which also satisfies λQpf ptqk,1q “ 1 for any Q.
Proposition 4.3. Let k ě 2 be any integer and Fk any non-zero el-
ement of SkpΓ1ptqq of slope zero. Then we have λQpFkq “ 1 for any
Q.
Proof. Let r P t0, 1, . . . , q´2u be an integer satisfying k ” r mod q´1.
For a “ 0, we see from (3.9) that the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 are
satisfied by n “ 1. Then, for any integer s ě 1, we obtain a Hecke
eigenform of slope zero
Fk1 P Sk1pΓ1ptqq, k1 “ k ` pq ` 1´ rqqs
such that, with the fixed embedding ιt : K¯ Ñ Ct, we have
ιtpλQpFk1qq ” ιtpλQpFkqq mod tqs´p for any Q.
Since k1 ě 3, k1 ” 2 mod q ´ 1 and dpk1, 0q “ 1, we see that Fk1 is a
scalar multiple of f
ptq
k1,1 and thus λQpFk1q “ 1. Since s is arbitrary, this
implies λQpFkq “ 1. 
Corollary 4.4. Let k ě 2 and r ě 1 be any integers. Then there exists
a unique character χ : κp℘qˆ Ñ κp℘qˆ satisfying dpΓp
0
ptrq, k, χ, 0q ‰ 0.
For such χ, we have dpΓp
0
ptrq, k, χ, 0q “ 1 and any Hecke eigenform F
of slope zero in SkpΓp0ptrqqpχq satisfies λQpF q “ 1 for any Q.
Proof. Since Γp
0
ptq “ Γ1ptq, Proposition 3.5 implies dpΓp0ptrq, k, 0q “ 1.
Since we have
dpΓp
0
ptrq, k, 0q “
ÿ
χ
dpΓp
0
ptrq, k, χ, 0q,
the uniqueness of χ and the assertion on the dimension follow. Let Fk
be any Hecke eigenform of slope zero in SkpΓ1ptqq. Since the natural
inclusion SkpΓ1ptqq Ñ SkpΓp0ptrqq is compatible with Hecke operators,
F is a scalar multiple of the image of Fk. Hence the last assertion
follows from Proposition 4.3. 
Remark 4.5. Note that, since the only p-power root of unity in C℘ is
one, there exists no non-trivial finite order character 1` ℘OK℘ Ñ Cˆ℘ .
Thus it seems to the author that, if we try to generalize Hida theory
including [Hid2, §7.3, Theorem 3] to Drinfeld cuspforms of level Γ1ptrq,
then it would be natural to restrict ourselves to those of level Γp
0
ptrq.
However, Corollary 4.4 shows that such a generalization is trivial.
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4.2.2. Slope one forms. Let us consider the case p “ q “ 3 and a “ 1.
Since Dp1, 1, 1q “ ?6´ 1
2
“ 1.949 . . ., the assumptions of Theorem 1.1
are satisfied by k ě 3 and n “ 1. Then a computation using [BV2,
(17)] shows dp10, 1q “ 1. Let G10 and G19 be any non-zero Drinfeld
cuspforms of level Γ1ptq and slope one in weights 10 and 19, respectively.
Then Theorem 1.1 gives
(4.9) vtpιtpλQpG10q ´ λQpG19qqq ą 5
for any Q.
For Q “ t, using [BV2, (17)] we can show that λtpG10q “ ´t ´ t3,
and λtpG19q is a root of the polynomial
X4 ` pt` t3qX3 ` p´t8 ` t10 ` t12 ` t14 ` t16qX2
` p´t9 ´ t11 ` t13 ` t15 ` t17 ` t19qX ` p´t18 ´ t20 ` t24 ` t26 ` t28q
(see also [Val]). Put ιtpλtpG19qq “ ty with vtpyq “ 0. Then we obtain
y3py ` 1 ` t2q ” 0 mod t6 and ιtpλtpG10qq ” ιtpλtpG19qq mod t7, which
satisfies (4.9). In fact, plugging in X “ ´t´ t3 ` Z to the polynomial
above yields vtpιtpλtpG10q ´ λtpG19qqq “ 9.
We identify SkpΓ1ptqq with Ck´18 via the ordered basis
tcjpγ0q “ cjpe¯q | 0 ď j ď k ´ 2u
defined in [LM, BV2]. Then G10 is identified with the vector
t
`
0, 1` t2, 0,´p1` t2q, 0,´t2, 0, 1, 0˘ .
Thus λ1`tpG10q agrees with the evaluation T1`tpG10qpγ0qpX7Y q after
identifying G10 with a harmonic cocycle. By [LM, (7.1)], we have
λ1`tpG10q “ 1 ´ t ´ t3. On the other hand, by computing the charac-
teristic polynomial of T1`t acting on S19pΓ1ptqq using [LM, (7.1)] and
plugging in X “ 1 ´ t ´ t3 ` Z into it, (4.9) implies vtpιtpλ1`tpG10q ´
λ1`tpG19qqq “ 9.
Note that, since these eigenvalues are not powers of t or 1 ` t, the
Hecke eigenforms G10 and G19 are not the t-stabilizations of Hecke
eigenforms with A-expansion.
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